Louis E. Denfeld Will Speak Here

Tuition Raised To $240 Per One Semester
Boost Made Necessary By Increased Expanse, Declares Pres. Heath

President Henry T. Heath announced today that the Board of Trustees of Illinois Institute of Technology had approved an increase in the tuition rate from $220 per semester effective in the fall of 1948.

This change in tuition is made necessary by the operating costs of the institution which have increased as a result of increased student enrollment. The tuition has been increased to keep pace with the increased costs of the institution. The increase is expected to raise the tuition rate to $220 per semester.

Students whose tuition is being paid by the Veteran Administration may have their tuition increased by the increase in the tuition rate. Students whose tuition is being paid by other sources may have their tuition increased by the increase in the tuition rate.

Newman Club Has Lecture "About Social Prejudice"

A lecture on "Social Prejudice" was given yesterday before the Newman Club in the Big Dining Room of the cafeteria at 3:30 p.m. The lecture was followed by a question-answer period after the lecture.

Newman Club members and their guests were invited to attend the lecture. The lecture was given by Dr. John W. K. Findlay, author of "Social Prejudice in America.

Vaccination is Compulsory

Dr. McManus States School Health Policy

A lecture on "Vaccination" was given yesterday before the Newman Club in the Big Dining Room of the cafeteria at 3:30 p.m. The lecture was followed by a question-answer period after the lecture.

Dr. John W. K. Findlay, author of "Social Prejudice in America, stated that vaccination is compulsory for all students of the school.

Veteran's Aids Given Dinner

All veterans who volunteered to help in the interment of returning veterans who are inactivated by the Armed Forces for 30 days or more at IIT are invited to a dinner to be held Monday, April 21 at 5:30 p.m. in the Main Dining Room of the Student Union, stated that Brown, president of the Tech Veteran's Association at the club's meeting last Friday.

Former veterans will be invited to attend the dinner. The dinner will be catered by the American Legion and will be held in the Student Union.

Tests Given to IIT Applicants

Examinations are administered by Dr. W. C. Kirkwood of the Psychological Services Laboratory, who is in charge of all IIT tests. The tests are given to applicants to IIT to determine their qualifications.

In addition to the tests given by Dr. Kirkwood, the tests are also given by the IIT and the University of Illinois. The tests are given to all applicants to IIT.

The tests are administered by the Psychological Services Laboratory and are given to all applicants to IIT.

Working Hard Before They Get In!

ITSA Constitution To Undergo Changes

The ITSA constitution, which was adopted in 1947, will be changed. The changes will be made to the constitution to better reflect the needs of the ITSA members.

The changes will be made to the constitution to better reflect the needs of the ITSA members.

Total cost will be $240 per semester.
Comfortable to managing at riding academy: "How much are your lessons, ladde?"

Manager: "Three dollars an hour. How long do you want your horse?"

Ladde: "The longest you get, ladde. Thar'll be five of us getting it.

By CAROL MOORE

The Slip Stick—Let the Slip Stick Fall Where It May

STREET TALK

Sloatman to manager at riding academy: "How much are your lessons, ladde?"

Manager: "Three dollars an hour. How long do you want your horse?"

Ladde: "The longest you get, ladde. Thar'll be five of us getting it.

An intestinal upset picked a slight moment ago the North African campaign's Maevine's division, equipped with only one sub-machine gun and one middle-aged carcass. After nine days, a motive against the headquarter's information was received from the front: "Returning to base. Bombardment continued."

A guest reception was planned for the hero with a regal banquet, a band of a field march, and a hearty cheer for the occasion. When the most-expected guests, the entire group, felt much hot bed.

"Where's breakfast?" demanded the chief. "We're hungover!" repeated the agent. "How about a show?"

"Don't you need back another gun, ma'am? As soon as possible!" screamed the colonel.

"Wot?"

"Two men got a boot. One had been to the bowling alley. The other was a Marine on a fortification job."

"Girls' father: "Young man, is your house located in the far end?"

"Gentle: "Yes, that's where we are!"

"Policeman: "Private Jones swallowed his boots, sir. We're operating on an emergency basis."

"Officer: "Okay, Jones, you can stay here."

"Guest to host: "Thank you for having us!"

"Hostess: "Hello, had you done it already?"

"Guest: "Just walk upstairs and get to the left."

"Walton, asked the patron in a polite voice: "Is it necessary to have that wreath on your grave?"

"Ralph: "About the worst time, when their rabbi has died, is on the menu, the manager thought it adds to the enjoyment of the meal and is aye in evidence, so to speak."

"Judge: "What were you doing when you collided with that car?"

"Drunk (shamefully): "I'm not drunk. We were all in the back seat!"

C.O.: "Private, there is a number of high-ranking officers here. I want you to stand by for a while and call the general's name as they arrive."

"Private: "I'd like that—but who keeps me out of the good seats?"

"Kidd: the balloon was sitting on a race of ice, sliding a story. He finished it, got up, and said: "My job is to talk."

A motorist, who was picked up moments after a crash, was quite as he was being examined by a nearby filling station. He let his hands and shoulders all the way up and joked desperately to get away. When he was afterward asked the reason, he explained that the reasonable price of the first hit was a flat tire, and "some food was sitting in front of the "

MAN OF THE WEEK

Aeronautics, Other Interest
Keep Tom Feehey Occupied

Today Tom Feehey, an eighth-term mechanical student, steps into the spotlight as Man of The Week. Tom is a resident of Chicago and a graduate of Speakey College.

Tom graduated from high school on a Friday night in June, 1946, and entered ITT the following Monday. His interest between high school and college has consisted of one weekend.

Since his arrival at ITT, Tom has played a prominent role in many activities. As a member of the ITT staff, his presence has been felt in various capacities.

At the end of the term, Tom will be a member of the ITT staff, his presence has been felt in various capacities.

Know Your Honoraries

Pi Delta Epsilon is Oldest College Journalism Honor Society

Pi Delta Epsilon is a national honorary journalism fraternity, which was organized in 1908.

In December 1946, a group of undergraduates who were under the editor of the University's student publication, P. D. Epsilon, published a collegiate publication. The college publication's interest is forward as a periodical to students who have been in print and are interested in journalism.

The idea of the fraternity upon the fraternity is founded. It is believed that it is the only one that has been able to sustain itself.

Pi Delta Epsilon is the oldest national honorary college journalism fraternity in the country. It is believed that it is the only one that has been able to sustain itself.

The fraternity is the recognized fraternity of the fraternity and consists of the three generation, Pi Delta Epsilon, founded in 1908.

The Illinois Tech chapter of Pi Delta Epsilon has been active in sponsoring the annual student publications. In addition, it has been involved in the preparation of a fresh student handbook several times during the past three years. Last year, it was the sponsor of a journalism banquet.

The local chapter sponsors a weekly newspaper and an annual membership, Robert Buckner, was initiated as an honorary member last year.

Alpha Chi Omega of Pi Delta Epsilon holds the record for the most active chapter. Two other officers are: secretary, Martin Gabrielli, and treasurer, Chuck Hester.

MARTIN GABRIELI

Furniture Club Will Be IFC Dance Site

The Furniture Store will be held at the Furniture Club, 100 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, May 16 and 17. It was announced today by Ed McDowell, chairman of the IFC dance commission.

Music for the affair will be provided by the Student Council's orchestra, utilizing the school's new and better instruments. The program, which will be held on May 10, will begin at 10 p.m. until 2 a.m.

The affair will be semi-formal and will be open to all members of every fraternity and sorority on the campus. All members are expected, according to McDowell.

The committee, composed of John B. Smith, his wife, and John Henry in addition to McDowell, has completed plans for the affair and is expecting even greater success than last year.
Rules and Regulations

Last week there was passed a list of "Alumni Memorial Hall Regulations." These regulations prohibit smoking by students within the building (the faculty wasn’t mentioned), and will not allow anyone to deface the building. The Navy has been authorized to carry out these orders.

It has been said that the various agencies of the government, including the Navy department, have achieved perfection in the creation of advice rules and regulations; so let these agencies look to their laurels.

Why in it necessary to forbid smoking by students in a glass and steel building? For years Chapin Hall and the other buildings on the ITT campus have been plastered with No Smoking signs. It doesn’t take a fire protect to figure out why. But the Alumni Memorial Hall is supposed to be a fragrant structure and it shouldn’t tempt fate too much to light a cigarette inside the building.

Perhaps, to smoke or wear a hat is a sign of disrespect to those whose memory the building was built to honor. If this is true, why not go all the way and declare that anyone sleeping in the Alumni Memorial Hall during any class shall be guilty of profaning the memory of the alumni and will have to answer to the navy?

The students of ITT have been told that "there shall be no smoking of the building." Maybe a few CPOs guarding the building can accomplish more than the Instructor has to date. For years the school has been patiently telling the students that those boys don’t scribble on the walls. It hasn’t worked, and there is no indication that the latest regulation, backed by the power of the United States Navy will make any difference. Even the frustrated Instructor has started to decorate the Alumni Memorial Hall.

Just as no one has yet succeeded in competing respect for any person or institution by passing censure, so neither has provided a substitute for the slightest traces of good breeding. If a person has no respect for either Chapin Hall or its alumni, depriving him of his cigarettes will not correct it. If an individual hasn’t eliminated enough of his improper behavior so that he is able to resist the urge to put his pigeon droppings into Raum Hall, a sign will serve only as a challenge.

Before long, the "Great Work" will be undertaken. Someone will bring a cold chased past the navy guard and knock out his initials below a list of rules and regulations for all the world to see.

LETTER OF THE WEEK—Complacency

Dear Editor:

Another April 15 has passed, and all is quiet at ITT, if the unmistakable facts are ignored. No voice has arisen to proclaim that one year ago, our late great president passed away.

The numerous campus organizations are busy, the musical group preparing for the concert and the cheerleading group planning for the football game. The interscholastic track meets are in progress. Everyone is busy in the office towers. Everything is back to normal; one even gets good service in the building. Why disturb serenity by bringing in a breath of the outside world, renewed (instead of the usualWindchill)?

The solemn board explen the idea is that the only purpose of schools is to instruct, not to be a part of the outside world. It is about time that unity between engineers and scientists realizes that results in scientific and practical fashions are important.

Colleges is more than just a place to acquire a profession; it is a preparation to live in the world outside. And out there, more than the methods of scientific inquiry are necessary.

So another April 15 has passed, and all is quiet at ITT, except that the CPOs, GPA, would shrivel, and such is returned to the newspaper group at between classes. At ITT, plans are being made for several organizations for dinner, modern science papers and such.

Sincerely yours,

Laura L. Fisher

A club of student's wives has been formed at Sara State Teacher's college. It is a social organization designed to discover and promote the common interests of members. At the first meeting, a talk on various subjects was given. It is hoped that this club will soon be in full swing.

A male student from Texas State College was peacefully held to rest. He made the mistake of walking into one of the rooms in the women's dormitory.

The entrance of University of Kentucky's student for a band for the spring season is that the University and its Banana Band (with theme song of "Fiddlers Yank") will play.

Rose Polycyclic Institute will play two to the L, by 192, on the 2, at 8:30. On the 2nd, 11 p.m., and the 3rd, 10:15.

On Friday, the 11th, no ticked event will happen.

Alpha psi at Bradley Tech held a Dance where the best in jazz, brass band, and of course, the best men. The principal speaker was the University President. The university President was then introduced, and the entire audience stood as he entered. The university President spoke for about 15 minutes, and then introduced the university President. The university President spoke for about 15 minutes, and then introduced the university President. The university President spoke for about 15 minutes, and then introduced the university President. The university President spoke for about 15 minutes, and then introduced the university President. The university President spoke for about 15 minutes, and then introduced the university President.

A letter was given by North Central College. The theme was "The Argentine Viceroy" with a picture of the Argentine Viceroy. The theme was "The Argentine Viceroy" with a picture of the Argentine Viceroy.

Two receptions named from Texas State College for women. They say they want to attend Texas State because of the city living. The result is that the women are not interested.

The Paleo of Indiana either hates the idea of raking up or getting a large amount. They seem to be too busy being so that they pick up in strange llouses as strange llouses, they will hunt for the animal for its sake and look for it.

One survivor doesn't bother to write to his girl, a credit to Texas State College. He just sends her flowers and candy for special occasions and in between them. He says he can't just write letters.
Tech Nosed out by Macomb
In Quadrangular Cinder Meet
First Outdoor Meet Held at Key Branch;
De Kolb and Morton Place Third, Fourth
The showers which had accompanied the track meet at Key Branch on Saturday, May 10, forced the cancellation of the meet. The weather was overcast and very chilly, but the meet was held in Key Branch stadium on the west side of Chicago at 2:30 P.M.

The meet was won by Macomb, with Morton placing second, being nosed out of first by Macomb's time of 2.18. De Kolb placed third with a time of 2.29 and Morton placed fourth with a time of 2.33.

Blazers and Flyers Dropped in IM Play
Two teams were eliminated from the invitationals in basketball tournament last week, leaving seven teams in the tournament. The Blazers were eliminated from competition when the Seniors beat them out in a 9-30-30 win. The Flyers were eliminated in a 44-23-20 loss to the Blazers.

Six Men Pledged to Honor I
For Excellence in Athletics
Six men were inducted into the honorary athletic fraternity, known as Honor I, at a formal initiation held at Roosevelt on May 12.

Women Students Offered
Valentine Swim Facilities
Athletic director John Swan has announced that all girls interested in swimming will be able to use the Valentine Athletic Club, 1315 and Roosevelt Avenue, each week beginning Friday, April 20.

Im Softball Deadline to Be Extended Two Weeks
Cairo, April 24, 1961

TABLE OF POINTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macomb</th>
<th>754</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illini Tech.</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morton</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alpha Sign, Donations to Begin Play in IF Softball

Techhawk Nine
Drops Season's Second to ACPE
Ogden Field Scans of Varsity Defeat; Rail fans O'Conner's Paces

The Techhawk nine dropped its first two games of the season last weekend, being defeated by the University of Chicago, 2-1, and lost to American College, 3-2. Coach Weisman scheduled three games for the following weekend, but the weather forecast called for rain.

The Techhawk nine is currently in fourth place in the league, with a record of 2-2-1. The team has been in high spirits and is looking forward to the next weekend's games.
SCHOMMER TELLS OF PRESENT
CONDITIONS OF ENGINEERING JOBS

Mr. John T. Schommer, director of placement, in a recent
interview with the present conditions of employment in the
field of engineering, said Schommer, "Demand for engineers
for light industry has shown a distinct increase in the past two
years. This is due to the fact that the economy is improving
and companies are looking for skilled personnel to fill vacan-
ties. The demand for mechanical engineers is particularly
high due to the increased need for machinery and equipment."

Three Participate in ASME Contest

The AMSE meeting will be held next week, at which time
three representatives of our institution will present papers on
various topics. The papers will cover topics such as design,
production, and maintenance of machinery. The meeting will
provide an excellent opportunity for students to network with
professionals in the field.

IIT Mothers to Be Honored

A dinner and lecture will be held for the mothers of 1000
students of IIT, in recognition of their support and encour-
gement. The event will feature speeches by faculty members
and addresses by the mothers. The evening will be a
memorable occasion for all attendees.

VACCINATION

(Continued from page 1)
They also recommend that all students consider getting a
vaccination as soon as possible to protect against
common illnesses. The college will be hosting a vaccination
clinic on Saturday, with additional locations to be
announced soon.

EDITORS ON IE WORK

The editors of the journal of industrial engineering will
publish a special issue on the topic of safety in the workplace.
This issue will feature articles on accident prevention, health
and safety regulations, and workplace injuries.

Rader Tells Effect
Of New EE Trends

Dr. Lewis D. Rader, head of the electrical engineering de-
partment, spoke on the effects of new developments in elec-
tronics on the industry. He emphasized the importance of
keeping up with the latest advancements to remain com-
petitive in the field.

NEW YORK-PRODUCT OF PURE RESEARCH

NYLON-PRODUCT OF PURE RESEARCH

The New York Times reported that Du Pont is invest-
ing heavily in research and development of new materials,
including nylon. The company has invested millions in
research facilities and hired top researchers to work on the
project. The goal is to produce a material that is durable,
resistant to chemicals, and has a high melting point.

RESEARCH SHOWS PRICE
OF SYNTHETIC UREA

Lower prices, as well as new processes, are expected to
reduce the cost of producing synthetic urea. This is due
largely to advancements in chemical engineering and the
development of new catalysts.

Numbers are showing a 30% reduction in the cost of
producing synthetic urea over the past decade. This is
attributed to improvements in production methods and
the use of new technologies.

Du Pont takes pride in the fact that their work has made it
possible to reduce the prices of urea by almost 25% in the
last year. This has had a positive impact on the agricultural
industry and has helped farmers save money.

Practically every major newspaper and magazine in
the United States carried articles on the Du Pont
research. The Du Pont company is planning to
continue its research efforts to further reduce the cost of
producing synthetic urea.
Film, "The God of Creation", To Be Featured at Assembly

Full-color scenes from astronomy and natural science will be featured in the "God of Creation" movie tonight at 11 a.m. Friday, April 20, in the Student Union auditorium.

Produced by the West Coast Laboratory of the Moody Bible Institute by Carl D. Holder, "The God of Creation" is the second in a series of religious films. The first film, "The Man of Science", was shown last semester at the First Methodist Church and has been well received.

The opening section of "The God of Creation" will be shown at 11 a.m. Friday, April 20, in the Student Union auditorium. The film will be repeated at 11 a.m. and 8:30 p.m. Saturday, April 21, in the Student Union auditorium

Preacher Scientist

(Continued from page 1)

is a second figure for the Church of the Brethren, who is often called "the Pope of the Church". He is known for his work in fields of astronomy and natural science. The illusion of flower buds and petals that he created in a few seconds is repeated throughout this time-consuming photo-technique. The melanin in the petals and flowers is seen on the screen in full color. Sunlight on the petals and flowers is shown, and the natural colors of flowers and leaves are seen on the screen in sunlight on green leaves.

Through photomicrography, the scientist peer into the microscopic world of a drop of water and observes the complexity of tiny organisms that are larger than a million times.

Physics Club Will Hear Warren Lieb

The next meeting of the Physics Club will be Thursday, April 18, and will be an address by Warren Lieb, "The Physics of "avitron". "A vitron" is a word invented by the late Dr. John W. Brink, a physics professor at the University of Chicago.

The lecture is in a series of talks by members of the club on various developments in the field of physics, and will be given at 8 p.m. in the physics room. The discussion of the lecture will be open to everyone. It was decided by the Physics Club that the Physics Club will be given the highest possible rating by the student body, and that all members of the club will be welcome at any time. The lecture will be given in the physics room, and should be open to everyone.

The first two talks in the series were given by Dr. Lieb, a prominent physicist, on "Interpretation of Spectral Data" and "The Inertia of the Sun". The second talk, which was given by Dr. Lieb, was "The Physics of "avitron". "A vitron" is a word invented by the late Dr. John W. Brink, a physics professor at the University of Chicago.

The lecture is in a series of talks by members of the club on various developments in the field of physics, and will be given at 8 p.m. in the physics room. The discussion of the lecture will be open to everyone. It was decided by the Physics Club that the Physics Club will be given the highest possible rating by the student body, and that all members of the club will be welcome at any time. The lecture will be given in the physics room, and should be open to everyone.

The first two talks in the series were given by Dr. Lieb, a prominent physicist, on "Interpretation of Spectral Data" and "The Inertia of the Sun". The second talk, which was given by Dr. Lieb, was "The Physics of "avitron". "A vitron" is a word invented by the late Dr. John W. Brink, a physics professor at the University of Chicago.

The lecture is in a series of talks by members of the club on various developments in the field of physics, and will be given at 8 p.m. in the physics room. The discussion of the lecture will be open to everyone. It was decided by the Physics Club that the Physics Club will be given the highest possible rating by the student body, and that all members of the club will be welcome at any time. The lecture will be given in the physics room, and should be open to everyone.

The first two talks in the series were given by Dr. Lieb, a prominent physicist, on "Interpretation of Spectral Data" and "The Inertia of the Sun". The second talk, which was given by Dr. Lieb, was "The Physics of "avitron". "A vitron" is a word invented by the late Dr. John W. Brink, a physics professor at the University of Chicago.